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Abstract

We present a count rate model for PET. Considering a
standard 20x20 cm phantom in the field-of-view of a cylin-
drical septaless tomograph, the model computes the ac-
ceptance to prompt and random events from simple ge-
ometric considerations. Dead time factors at all stages
of a typical event acquisition architecture are calculated
from specified processing clock cycles. Validations of the
model's predictions against the measured performances of
the ECAT-953B and the EXACT HR PLUS are presented.
The model is then used to investigate the benefit of using
detectors made of LSO in the EXACT HR PLUS scanner
geometry. The results indicate that in replacing BGO by
the faster LSO, one can count on an increase of the peak
noise-equivalent-count rate by a factor 2.2. This gain will
be achieved by using a 5 nsec coincidence window, buckets
operating on a 128 nsec clock cycle, and a front-end data
acquisition that can sustain a total rate of 2.9 MHz.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lutetium oxyorthosilicate (LSO) has bulk characteristics
that are comparable to those of BGO but with the advan-
tages of a 40 nsec decay time and a light yield 5 times
greater. Detectors made of this scintillator therefore offers
to positron emission tomography (PET) the promises of
reduced dead time losses and improved suppression of the
random and scatter backgrounds. We present here a model
developed to evaluate the benefit of using LSO detectors
on the count rate characteristics of state-of-the-art PET
scanners.

In the first part of this paper we briefly develop our
model. As it only questions potential improvements to
count rate performances, the treatment is restricted from
the onset to septaless annular cameras with a cylindrical
phantom of activity in the field-of-view (FOV). Born out
of geometrical considerations, the formalism has the merit
of its simplicity compared to previous analytical work [1].
Compared to detailed Monte Carlo simulations it also ad-
vantageously preserves an explicit dependence of the vari-
ous count rate components upon the tomograph geometry.
Also, at variance with previous work in [2], the model ac-

counts for dead time losses by relying on the tomograph
specifications as opposed to fitted effective values. This
allows us to investigate the impact of modifications to the
timing specifications at each level of the data processing
chain while implementing LSO detectors. As a validation,
the model is then shown to reproduce to a good accu-
racy the measured count rate performances of the ECAT-
953B and EXACT HR PLUS scanners manufactured by
Siemens-CTl. Finally, in the second part of the paper, the
validated model is used to quantify the relative gain of
using LSO detectors on the noise-equivalent-count (NEC)
rate of the EXACT HR PLUS scanner.

II. A COUNT RATE MODEL

A. The Rates of Single and True Events

Considering a uniformly active water filled phantom, the
rates of single and true events in the acceptance of a septa-
less ring tomograph can be estimated from simple geomet-
rical considerations. Given a unit detection element, dQ,
on the tomograph^ surface, these rates can be expressed
as the product of: the number of photons emitted per unit
solid angle, a detection efficiency, Cd, the specific activity of
the phantom, A, and the fraction of the phantom's volume
in view of that element, Vn- For a phantom of radius RPH
and length LPH , Vn is the product of the cross section of
the phantom, f-Rp#, and a length. This length is fixed by
the requirement that the unit detection element operates in
single or coincidence mode and is easily shown to be equal
to LPH or Z4/2 for singles and trues respectively. These
expressions will hold true provided the phantom's length
is in the range Zd < LPH < 2ZdRd/(Rd - Re), where Zd,
Rd and R* are the tomograph's axial length, ring radius
and end-shield radius. Integrating over the tomograph's
solid angle then yields the following total single, fi,(td),
and true, Nt{(d), rates:

(1)

(2)
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Scattering in the phantom volume or the tomograph ma-
terial may be accounted for at this stage by the introduc-
tion of survival probabilities for the photons. These correc-
tion factors are computed as the average ratio of single or
true events surviving their passage through the phantom
volume or tomograph passive material to those expected
in absence of any attenuation. The single and true rates
then become:

att(<d) •

(3)
(4)
(5)

For single events, P° and P} are respectively the probabil-
ities that a single photon will be detected after undergoing
none or at least one Compton interaction. Similarly for
the trues, P(° and P,1 are the probabilities that none or at
least one photon underwent a scattering interaction before
reaching the detectors. For convenience, the trues are also
expressed as the sum of separate contributions for unscat-
tered and scattered events. Values for these factors can be
obtained either analytically or through Monte Carlo tech-
niques. The method used here for their evaluation will be
detailed in Section D.

B. Th( Ratts of Randoms and Multiples

Random events occur when two uncorrelated singles are
detected in the resolving time of a coincidence window.
Their rate depends on the single rate in each detector and
on the number of pairs of detectors accepted by the coinci-
dence logic. In state-of-the-art tomographs, detectors are
grouped into so called buckets. The FOV is defined by the
condition that any of the n^ck buckets may be in coinci-
dence with all the others except for itself and a number,
"trci — 1̂  of immediately adjacent neighbors. The rate of
random coincidences is accordingly:

(N,((d)
/

'pair (6)

where rceinc is the coincidence window width, and npot>
the number of bucket pairs allowed in the FOV:

is

Tlpair —
uc*("feucfc ~

(7)

Multiple events, may also be acquired when an uncor-
related single is in coincidence with two photons from a
true event, (s+t), or those from a random, (s-fr). Their
respective rates are given by:

_ T (8)
'pair

where the label i stands for either trues or randoms, and
«tr«p/ is the total number of bucket triplets allowed by the
coincidence logic of the scanner.

C. Dead Time Losses

In modern tomographs single events may first be lost at
the block detector level. At moderate rates, singles can
be lost if they interact within the fixed time, Tbiock, taken
to integrate the energy signal left by a previous event. At
high incoming rates, two or more singles may also pile-
up within a time much smaller than niock to paralyse the
block. Single events are secondly lost at the bucket level.
Each detector has a dedicated input channel to present
its events to a given bucket, which in turn will arbitrate
between all busy channels to output only one event in a
processing time period of 7̂ ,ucfc. These losses are intro-
duced in our model by scaling down the intrinsic detection
efficiency, (j, such that:

(10)

In the previous equations. N,((<t) is th scatter corrected
single rate from equation (3), while the efficiency cthr is
introduced to possibly account for thresholding and/or the
packing gaps between adjacent blocks.

Event losses will also occur when more than one true or
random events collide at the coincidence processor during
the same time interval, rproc. If the total rate out of the
coincidence processor exceeds a finite bandwidth, NBWL-

events will also be lost due to saturation of the front-end
data acquisition system. To account for losses at the final
levels of the data processing architecture, the true and ran-
dom rates presented to and exiting from the coincidence
processor are respectively scaled down according to:

if

(11)

<2) > AWi,(12)

where i stands for trues or randoms. Here, Ntot((j) is the
total rate presented to the coincidence processor by the
buckets and is given by:

(13)

This total rate explicitly assumes that randoms are ac-
quired in a prompt and delayed coincidence window. It is
also divided by a number, nproc, of coincidence processors
that may be running in parallel.

D. Validation of the Model

The realism of this simple model may be evaluated by
comparing its predictions to the rates measured with a
uniformly active water filled phantom of 20 cm diameter
and 20 cm length in the FOV of the ECAT-953B [3] and
EXACT HR PLUS [6]. The second and third columns of
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Table 1 give the input values adopted to describe these
scanners operated in 3-D mode. A one letter tag appears
with the parameter symbol in the first column to indicate
whether its value is specified (s), calculated (c). or fitted to
the data (f). Specified values could be found from details
of the 953B or HR PLUS designs available in the litera-
ture [3, 4, 5] or directly from the manufacturer [6]. The
only fitted parameter is (thr.

Parameter
<d(%) c
Rph (cm) s
LPH (cm) s
Zd (cm) s
Hi (cm) s
P?
Pi
P?
Pi
"btic/k s

"excl s

7lpa\r s

"[rip/ S
Tcomc (ns) S
<-thr(%) f
mock (ns) s
nblock s

nnng 5

nblbk s

Uuck (ns) s
-proc (ns) s
fiproc S
SBWL (MHZ) S

953B
94.4

10
20

10.7
38

0.3730
0.0974
0.1021
0.0654

12
1

30
200
12
87

700
96
2
4

256
256

4
1.95

HR+(BGO)
94.4

10
20

15.2
41.3

0.3628
0.1166
0.0960
0.0489

24
19
60
0
12
89
700
288

1
12

256
0
1

2.6

HR+(LSO)
91.8
10
20

15.2
41.3

0.3397
0.1092
0.0836
0.0432

24
19
60
0
12
89
80
288

1
12

256
0
1

2.6

Table 1: Input parameters to the count rate model along with
their specified or estimated values for the ECAT-953B, the EX-
ACT HR PLUS and a hypothetical EXACT HR PLUS made
of LSO.

A Monte Carlo simulation [7] was used to evaluate the
values of the survival probability factors P°,Pj,P°. and
Pt

l. These were simply computed by counting the number
of single and coincident photons generated in the phan-
tom and reaching the detectors in the presence or absence
of Compton scattering in its volume. Photoelectric ab-
sorption in the phantom was neglected. The values also
account for the energy resolution and a lower discrimina-
tor threshold of 380 keV in the 953B [3] and 350 keV in the
HR PLUS [6]. In the case of the LSO based EXACT HR
PLUS, values of the survival probabilities were computed
by replacing BGO with LSO in the simulation.

Figure l(a) compares, as a function of specific activity,
the measured count rate performances of the the ECAT-
953B to those predicted by the model. The data are bor-
rowed from Ref. [3]. The only free parameter, £t/,r, was
adjusted to match the measured true count rate at low
specific activity. A good agreement was obtained with
(thr = 87%. As the impact of energy thresholding is in-
cluded in the scattering survival probabilities, this value
accounts for the packing fraction of the scanner. Once ethr
is fixed, the rates of true, random and multiple events are

entirely constrained. The agreement is very good given the
simplicity of the model and the availability of only one free
parameter.
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Figure 1: Comparison of measured (symbols) and predicted
(lines) count rate performances for the ECAT-953B (a) and
the HR PLUS (b).

Figure l(b) compares the measured rates in the EXACT
HR PLUS to those predicted by the model. The data is
from Ref. [6]. For the EXACT HR PLUS, the measured
true count rate at low activity is best matched with ethr =
89%. Unlike its account of the 953B, the model is at a
loss to fit the measured performances of the EXACT HR
PLUS. However, as it overestimates the scanner's random
to true ratio, the model's predictions of the peak NEC rate
and saturation activity will be pessimistic. In absence of
a perfect fit, this bias is taken as acceptable since it only
brings conservatism to our conclusions. The uncertainty
will also be shown to be small in the next section.

III. USING LSO FOR THE HR PLUS
Figure 2 shows the predicted evolution of the NEC rate
from a BGO to LSO made HR PLUS with bucket pro-
cessing periods of nuefc = 256, 128 and 64 nsec. Input
parameters necessary to model the LSO scanner are given
in Table 1. For the full lines, the saturation bandwidth
NBWL was kept to its specified value of 2.6 MHz. For the
dashed lines, NBWL was set to 1 GHz, well above the total
count rate at saturation of the NEC when using nuck of
128 and 64 nsec. Here, the NEC was calculated as:

NEC = (14)

The expression applies only to the total rate of true events,
and carries an extra factor of 2 for the statistical noise on
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the randoms acquired by the delayed coincidence window.

LSO, T — - 2 5 6 nsec

BGO, T — , = 2 5 6 nsec

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25

Activity (^Ci/ml)

Figure 2: Calculated NEC curves for the BGO and LSO made
HR PLUS with bucket processing periods of Tbuck = 256. 128
and 64 nsec.

Comparing first the BGO and LSO made HR PLUS op-
erating with the nominal bucket period of 256 nsec indi-
cates a marginal gain on the peak NEC rate from the ex-
change BGO —• LSO. This is not surprizing as using LSO
does not improve the scanner's sensitivity and the timing
specifications of the buckets and coincidence processor are
kept unchanged. The reduction in event losses achieved
in using Tbiock = 80 nsec. to exploit the faster decay time
of LSO, only increases the peak NEC value from 118 to
120 kHz, while the corresponding saturation activity raises
from 0.57 to 0.76 /jCi/ml.

The model's bias in predicting these absolute values was
estimated by enforcing a fit between the predicted and
measured random rates. An ad hoc fit to the random rate
was achieved in arbitrarily reducing by 9% the values of
P° and P} listed in the third column of Table 1. The peak
NEC value predicted for the HR PLUS was then found
to reach a value of 136 kHz at a saturation activity of
0.65 /iCi/ml. Thus, without ad hoc correction, the model
seems to be pessimistic by 15% in its predictions of the
HR PLUS performances and as such is understood to be
conservative.

Additional gains to the maximum NEC of an LSO made
HR PLUS can be achieved by reducing the event losses
at the bucket level. This can be done by either reducing
the number of block detectors per bucket, ribibk, or alter-
natively by reducing the processing clock period, Tbuck-
Figure 2 shows the resulting gains for bucket clock cycles
of 128 and 64 nsec. Comparing the full and dashed lines
immediately shows that the NEC does not reach its maxi-
mum with faster buckets unless the saturation bandwidth

of the data acquisition system, NBWL^ is also increased.
The limit is set by the randoms which rapidly overrun the
trues to dominate the available bandwidth. For bucket cy-
cles of Tfcucfc = 128 (64) nsec, the NEC will reach a maxi-
mum of 152(182) kHz at an activity of 1.09 (1.51) /iCi/ml
provided the data acquisition bandwidth is higher than
NBwi=3.1 (5.8) MHz.

The suppression of random events through a reduction
of the coincidence window also counts among the immedi-
ate ways of improving the maximum NEC rate reached in
an LSO based tomograph. In Ref. [8], the full-width-at-
half-maximum (FWHM) timing resolution achieved with a
small LSO crystal coupled to a phototube was measured to
be 400 psec using a 60Co source and a 100 keV threshold.
From this result, one may expect a lower limit of 900 psec
FWHM for the coincidence timing resolution of two LSO
block detectors subject to 511 keV photons. In absence of
time-of-flight (TOF) information, the coincidence window
width, TC0lnc, can then be brought down to 5 nsec. This
setting will achieve optimal random suppression while "ot
yet cutting the trues in the HR PLUS with a FOV diame-
ter as large as 45 cm. Operating the scanner in head mode
only, with a FOV diameter of 25 cm, would allow the use
of Tcoinc=A nsec.

Figure 3 presents the calculated maximum NEC rate and
saturation activities reached in an LSO based HR PLUS as
a function of the coincidence window width, rC0l'ne, from 4
to 12 nsec. The data points computed with rcoinc=4 nsec
are shown with dashed lines as they may only be reached
in head mode or if the time resolution of LSO blocks even-
tually proves to be lower than our estimated 900 psec. The
results are also presented for clock periods of 7W<=256,
128 and 64 nsec to see the joint impact of improving the
buckets. The results were obtained by assuming a satura-
tion bandwidth, NBWL of 1 GHz. All other inputs to tne
model are in accordance to the values in the last column
of Table 1.

The results readily indicate the significant increase of
the peak NEC achieved by exploiting the superior tim-
ing resolution of LSO. Considering buckets operating at
Tbuck = 128 nsec and a coincidence window width of 5 nsec,
one realises an increase of a factor 2.2 of the peak NEC
rate in an LSO made HR PLUS over its BGO parent. The
saturation activity increases accordingly by a factor 2.7.
Operating with these specifications requires the handling
of a total rate of 2.9 MHz, only 0.3 MHz more than the sat-
uration bandwidth of the actual HR PLUS scanner. When
buckets on a 64 nsec cycle are considered, the NEC rate
reaches a maximum of 331 kHz, to be 2.8 times higher
than in the BGO scanner. Under these specifications, the
NEC saturates at an activity of 2.22 /iCi/ml, with a total
event rate of 5.38 MHz presented to the front-end data
acquisition system.
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tectors processed by a bucket in the HR PLUS. This first
solution could however bring a real estate problem on the
gantry. In that case, one could speed up the buckets by
using commercially available analog-to-digital converters
that offer a 12-bit resolution at a throughput rate of 10
Mega samples per second.

Doubling the peak NEC only represents an immediate
milestone in exploiting the full potentials of LSO for PET.
Given the moderate extra relative gain on the NEC, striv-
ing for faster buckets and a larger total event bandwidth
appears somewhat unappealing. However, a 5 nsec coinci-
dence window does not fully exploit the timing resolution
of LSO and forbids additional gains on the NEC through
random suppression. Getting the best out of LSO seems to
call for the addition of TOF information to the coincidence
logic.

4 6 8 10 12

Coincidence Window (nsec)

Figure 3: (a) Calculated maximum NEC rate as a function of
the coincidence window width and three possible bucket clock
periods- in an EXACT HR PLUS with LSO. (b) Calculated
values of corresponding saturation activities as a function of
the coincidence window width.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The prime motivation for this work was to conduct a com-
prehensive and quantitative evaluation of the immediate
benefits in implementing LSO made detectors in state-of-
the-art PET scanners. Our analysis was based on a simple
model which proved to fit well the measured count rate per-
formances of Siemens-CTI's ECAT-953B and to be 15%
conservative in predicting the peak NEC rate of the EX-
ACT HR PLUS. Despite its conservatism on the HR PLUS
absolute NEC performances, this analysis brings firsthand
quantitative answers on the impact of using LSO in mod-
ern PET scanners. The results indicate that only replacing
BGO by the faster LSO in the HR PLUS design will not
lead to any increase of its NEC rate. Significant gains si-
multaneously call for a reduced coincidence window width,
faster bucket processing cycles and a larger bandwidth of
the data acquisition system. We found that one can count
on an increase of the HR PLUS peak NEC by a factor 2.2
in using a 5 nsec wide coincidence window, buckets on a
128 nsec clock cycle, and a front-end data acquisition that
can sustain a total rate of 2.9 MHz.

Hopefully, such specifications are well within technical
reach and can be implemented at the cost of a moderate
design upgrade. Indeed, reducing the coincidence window
width to 5 nsec and increasing the total event rate capac-
ity by 300 extra kHz should be straightforward. Halving
the buckets' clock cycle also appears to be a realistic goal.
Practically, this just amounts to doubling the number of
bucket boards, each handling half the actual number of de-
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